
Capital Vault Incorporated - CVI Core Values

Personal development: (without good people there is nothing)
Independence -  self determination, character, personality, ideals, true values, skills and expertise;
Personal ethics - dedication to truth, honesty, integrity, industriousness and continuous improvement;
Intelligence – understanding, awareness, perspective, vision, knowledge, wisdom, inventive genius;
Skill and talent - learning rewarding skills and take pride in your work, optimizing personal abilities;
Leadership - personal responsibility and noble service, creative imagination, vision and action; 
Individual self worth and value – confidently express the best of who we are;
Courage, strength, fortitude, optimism - to do the right and intelligent thing;
Dedicated focus and action - know what you like and want to do, to be, to have or experience;
Health - total spectrum of health within a multi-dimensional reality and energy system;
Trust and confidence - in the universe, God, proven moral principals, purpose, direction and destiny;
Self defence & counter-measures - awareness of deception, problems, trends, realities and more;

Portfolio: (without vision and strategic advantage there is nothing)
1. Made in Canada and Stand on guard for Canada: programs, technology and custom build.
2. Innovation: R & D, intellectual capital, design engineering, manufacturing, infrastructure.
3. Entrepreneurial & Enterprise Development: value, growth and innovation potential.
4. Enable, augment and amplify: small and medium portfolio companies and opportunities. 
5. Generate relevant options: create growth, productivity, employment, capacity and wealth.
6. Long term: value for people, environment, ideals and values, sound financial management.
7. Infrastructure:  a dynamic supply chain development and strategic capital deployment.
8. Secure and solid: integrated asset management, protection, ownership and control.
9. Efficient and effective: capital structure, productivity, revenue streams and reserves.
10. Development and Growth: people, capabilities, resources, organization and co-operation.
11. Challenging and rewarding: jobs, careers, business, investment, revitalize relationships.
12. Pro-active: focus on practical and relevant options in innovative business and capital solutions.
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